
 

Program Title: Bamboo Meditations 
for Peace

Teaching Artist Name:  nina be

Grade Level: 
 3-5, 6-8, 9-12

Maximum Student Participants:  20 Length of Program: 
Total Days:1-5 
Length of session(s): 
45 ims

Arts Focus: Dance Curriculum Focus: Healthful Living

Primary Learning Goal(s): 
teamwork and collaboration with respect  
developing, challenging, supporting and knowing your own body/
mind and what it needs to grow with positive self talk 
being curious  to and respecting others' diverse ways of thinking, 
working, and expressing themselves; 
understanding the influence of the arts, grace, unity and their power 
to create and reflect cultures and all of the living matrix 
analyzing nonverbal communication, and making informed judgments 
about personal issues and others 
communicating with presence, deep listening and kind speech.

Connecting NC Essential Arts Standard 

Understand the relationship between 
healthy expression of emotions, mental 
health, and healthy behavior.

Apply structured thinking (decision 
making and goal setting) to benefit 
emotional well-being.

Create help-seeking strategies for 
depression and mental disorders.

Connecting Common Core State 
Standard(s) I 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.1
Prepare for and participate 
effectively in a range of 
conversations and 
collaborations with diverse 
partners, building on others' 
ideas and expressing their 
own clearly and persuasively. 

Durham Arts Council CAPS Teaching Artist Roster 
Lesson Plan Template

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/CCRA/SL/1/


Connecting NC Essential Standard(s) 

Experiencing and understanding the relationship between healthy expression 
of emotions, mental health, and healthy behavior.

Program Overview (Describe the activities you will present each day of the residency, or for 
the timeframe of the workshop/performance in order to develop participant understanding of the 
primary learning objective and the connecting arts and core curriculum standards. (Include 
approximate length of each activity).

5 mins. ~students enter the quiet space, take shoes off and notice order of 
intention to co-create a beautiful environment. finding a place and quieting. 
5 mins. ~ sitting or laying down on yoga mats to notice the breath and how the 
student is feeling in the body, mind and heart.  
5 mins. ~intro to physical, emotional and mental themes of the day and 
agreements of the group around touching, speaking and respect. questions. 
10 mins.~ student check in with personal observation or insight (depending on 
age)ie. a favorite color, what is present in your mind now, your favorite book. 
bamboo sticks are given out as objects to be respected and handled carefully. 
10-25 mins. ~ begin silence:: walking meditation attuning to one’s motor sensory 
situation in relationship to stress to note needs of students, attitude towards 
challenges.   
some flow of moving together with a set of bamboo kata starting with breathing, 
gentle arm movements to moving into more complex sensory motor challenges 
as they can be met with calm and positive attitudes. centering the breath, body 
and mind stepping back and forward in unity…moving to parasympathetic 
regulation and calm. 
gentle stretches and fun strengthening challenges point to courage. 
10 mins ~ rest with guided body scan to respect and feel the body/ reading of 
inspirational tale. 
5 mins. ~ observations and ‘what i learned’…guided to think about…kindness, 
friends, being helpful, feeling powerful in your life.  come tell us or write about 
it… 

All curriculum is age appropriate and designed to create an environment where 
students feel heard and able to express vulnerability and skillfulness in an 
appropriate and modulated way within themselves and the group. 

Calm, empowered self- regulation is the core skill to be developed through the  
nourished intelligent body, thoughts and behavior, within a curriculum of reason 
and right action in community. 



Materials: bamboo sticks are provided by teacher. 
clean yoga mats or blankets are appreciated. 
a quiet clean large room with room to move bamboo sticks in the air. 
outdoor spaces are fine. 

Teacher Involvement Program Evaluation

Teacher(s) role: 

Teachers are encouraged to participate 
in the activity as a model human being 
who meets challenges and takes care 
of their mind and body

Evaluation Tool(s): 
If possible it would be customary to check in 
with the classroom teacher daily before or 
after class. 
A role sheet is needed for HBHM teacher 
and they keep written notes on progress of 
students. 
Students check in every class with the 
instructor. 
They are asked to evaluate the class at the 
end of each session with positive prompts on 
how they are meeting challenges with 
intelligent choices. 

Teacher-Artist Orientation:  
We appreciate  knowing the curriculum 
themes for the students so that the 
themes of movement, culture, foods 
and families can be incorporated in the 
HBHM class movement and discussion. 

The class thrives in a non-punitive 
model with agreements stated and 
communicated from the beginning. 
The class is an invitation not a 
punishment. 

Preempt class by informing students  
they need to wear comfortable pants or 
shorts and fitting tops and that they can 
take their shoes and socks off. 

Students will be asked each week to 
contribute their ideas and experiences 
of winning challenges and contributing 
to a sense of positive purpose. 

Extension Activities: 

Students will be guided through imagery and 
activities which can be shared and developed by 
the teacher as support for curriculum and 
students. These projects will be guided by 
expressing sensing of color, smell, feelings, 
emotional states and the structure of planes, form 
and direction. 

Foundational experiences of inquiry will be 
structured around:: 
non-violence, balance, relationship, cleanliness, 
honesty, self observation, kind communication, 
nourishment of the mind, body and community, 
connections to nature through the senses.



 

Resources: 
The Bamboo Meditation is a loving kindness movement art offered by Thich Nhat 
Hanh as support for the SEEDS curriculum for teaching children peace. 
Professional experience of 45years of teaching creative movement and mbcyt 
transforming trauma~ 
Brain Gym, Anatomy for Yoga, The Body Keeps the Score, Seeds by Thich Nhat Hanh, World 
music selections, Breath You Are alive, meditations for peace, Development through Life

Space Requirements:  
large clean room for moving 

Technical Needs:

Program Variations Available:  
The Bamboo Meditations for Peace  can be tailored and is fluid for best benefit.  
Please contact nina be to discuss.

Additional Comments: 




